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By Kiley Jon Clark

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Rebirth of Wisdom stands alone,
in its own regard, as a work of Pure Poetic Fiction. At the same time, however, it could also be
considered a continuation of my previous book, Falling Stars like Fireflies. In Buddhism, the end of
an age is called a Kalpa. In Hinduism, it is called a Yuga. This is when everything we know as our
universe ends and begins again. (The Eye Opens, The Eye Closes.) In Falling Stars I imagined Earth
at the End of an Age. As I had imagined it, the World was destroyed by meteorites. But slowly the
Earth was brought back to life, both physically and spiritually, by the Founders of all the World s
Religions. So, after writing Falling Stars like Fireflies and sending it off to be published, I was
surprised to find, that the poems just kept on coming. My sleep was troubled by something left
unsaid. Therefore, the book you hold in your hand is a work with symbolism unique to itself.and at
the same time.somehow brings closure to my previous work, Falling...
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It is really an remarkable ebook that I actually have ever study. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Mr . Nor va l Reilly V-- Mr . Nor va l Reilly V

Complete information! Its such a excellent study. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this
publication to find out.
-- Geova nny Gr im es-- Geova nny Gr im es
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